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Abstract Dielectric elastomer generators (DEGs)

are soft electrostatic generators based on low-cost

electroactive polymer materials. These devices have

attracted the attention of the marine energy commu-

nity as a promising solution to implement economi-

cally viable wave energy converters (WECs). This

paper introduces a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simu-

lation framework for a class of WECs that combines

the concept of the oscillating water columns (OWCs)

with the DEGs. The proposed HIL system replicates

in a laboratory environment the realistic operating

conditions of an OWC/DEG plant, while drastically

reducing the experimental burden compared to wave

tank or sea tests. The HIL simulator is driven by a

closed-loop real-time hydrodynamic model that is

based on a novel coupling criterion which allows

rendering a realistic dynamic response for a diversity

of scenarios, including large scale DEG plants, whose

dimensions and topologies are largely different from

those available in the HIL setup. A case study is also

introduced, which simulates the application of DEGs

on an OWC plant installed in a mild real sea laboratory

test-site. Comparisons with available real sea-test data

demonstrated the ability of the HIL setup to effectively

replicate a realistic operating scenario. The insights

gathered on the promising performance of the anal-

ysed OWC/DEG systems pave the way to pursue

further sea trials in the future.
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1 Introduction

Ocean wave power is among the most abundant

resources of clean renewable energy and it has the

potential to become one of the key contributors in the

future energy mix. Nevertheless, wave energy tech-

nologies are struggling to reach industrial readiness,

because of the high costs and stringent reliability

requirements involved in the deployment of wave

energy converter (WEC) plants [1].

In the last decade, the technology of dielectric

elastomers (DEs) has become one of the potential

game-changing solutions for wave energy applications

[2, 3]. DEs can be used to develop lightweight

inexpensive electrostatic generators, namely DE gen-

erators (DEGs) [4, 5], which might provide power

take-off (PTO) solutions for WECs featuring better

adaptability to the highly variable and chemically

aggressive sea environment compared to traditional

hydraulic or electro-mechanical generators [6].

A WEC principle that appears to combine well with

DEGs is the oscillating water column (OWC) [7, 8].

The OWC takes advantage of a canalized water

volume subject to the wave loads to transfer mechan-

ical energy towards a pneumatic chamber. Thus,

pneumatically-driven DEGs [9] can be effectively

employed as the PTO for OWCs. The DEG-based

OWC has been largely investigated in the last few

years [6]. Wave tank tests have been carried out to

assess the energetic performance up to a scale of

approximately 1:30 [10], and a first campaign of sea

tests has been carried out in a mild natural basin to test

the passive response (without electrical control) of a

DEG-OWC in real waves [11].

In this paper, we present a hardware-in-the-loop

(HIL) simulator which serves as a dry-run platform to

test DEG prototypes and their power electronics, and

faithfully simulates the dynamically coupled response of

DEG-OWC plants. Compared to numerical models, the

simulator offers an exact rendering of the DEG response,

free from mathematical assumptions on the generator

complex electro-visco-elastic behaviour. Compared to

sea or tank tests, this HIL framework provides a drastic

reduction in the costs and the operational risks.

The simulator consists of a software environment

running a real-time hydrodynamic model of an OWC

converter, and a mechanical interface that drives the

physical DEG PTO deformation, emulating the action

of an OWC. The software environment solves the

equations of motion for an OWC taking into account

the measured signals from the physical system. The

mechanical interface is in turn driven based on the

hydrodynamic model solution.

HIL simulators of WECs have been proposed in the

past ([12, 13] and [14]), primarily as a tool to investigate

advanced PTO systems, whose employment in wave

tank or at sea would be technically and/or economically

prohibitive without prior laboratory scouting. In [12]

and [13], hydraulic test rigs for HIL testing of the PTO

system in heaving point-absorber WECs are proposed.

In [14], a HIL setup to replicate the action of the wave

loads on some functional components of a gyroscope-

based WEC is presented. Application of HIL simulators

for OWCs has been demonstrated in [15, 15], where

large-scale laboratory testing of power take-off, control,

and grid integration infrastructure has been pursued.

A very preliminary and limited demonstration of

HIL simulation for DEG-based OWCs was proposed

in [17] by some of the authors of this contribution. In

that work, however, consistent coupling between the

hydrodynamic OWC model and the physical DEG

driving interface was not addressed. Here, in contrast,

we propose for the first time coupling criteria which

allow studying a diversity of scenarios, including the

simulation of large DEG plants with several DEGs,

whose dimensions generally differ from those of the

tested physical samples. Moreover, compared to [17],

the setup presented here marks a significant techno-

logical upscaling step, as it allows testing of Watt-

scale DEGs, consistently with the maximum scale

reached to date by the DEG PTO technology.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 shows

an overview of the proposed HIL simulator and its

components. Section 3 illustrates a relevant case

study, involving a particular OWC topology known

as U-OWC [18, 19]. With reference to this application,

we present tests in which a fully-functional DEG

prototype is coupled with a hydrodynamic model of a

scaled U-OWC [11], hence paving the way towards

future sea tests on small-scale systems operating in a

mild sea climate. Section 4 draws the conclusions.

2 Hardware-in-the-loop testing of the DEG PTO

for oscillating water columns

The OWC WEC consists in a semi-submerged

collector (either fixed or floating), partly open towards
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the sea, housing a water column which is put into

oscillation by the incident waves (see Fig. 1a). Energy

extraction is accomplished by exploiting the alternate

compression and expansion of an air volume enclosed

between the water column free surface and the

collector (i.e., the air chamber). In a previous design,

the pneumatic energy was converted into electrical

energy by means of a bidirectional air turbine [8].

Recently, a special DEG layout, called a circular

diaphragm DEG (CD-DEG), has been proposed as an

alternative PTO system [6], which might allow

overcoming problems related to the limited adaptabil-

ity of the turbines to the harsh sea environment and

their poor efficiency in the presence of bidirectional

flows.

The CD-DEG (Fig. 1b) is a pre-stretched multi-

layer structure made of a set of DE layers separated by

compliant electrodes with alternate polarity, so as to

form a deformable capacitor [6]. The multi-layer

structure allows applying large electric fields and,

hence, the conversion of large energy densities while

limiting the operating voltage. The stack is secured on

a circular rigid frame with pre-stretch kp = e/e0, where

e is the radius of the frame and e0 is the radius of the

unstretched stack. Upon pre-stretching, the

unstretched stack thickness t0 reduces to t0=k
2
p (in

the flat configuration) owing to the elastomer incom-

pressibility. The application of a pressure difference

on the CD-DEG faces results in a bubble-like expan-

sion of the deformable layers, i.e., an increase in the

electrodes area, a decrease in the dielectric layers

thickness and, hence, an increase in capacitance.

In OWCs with DEG PTO, a set of CD-DEGs are

mounted on top of the collector, so as to isolate the air

chamber volume from the atmosphere (Fig. 1a). The

air chamber compressions/ expansions cause alternate

outward/inward deformations of the CD-DEG. Cyclic

DEG deformations can, in turn, be exploited to convert

the mechanical work done by the air pressure into

electrical energy, upon appropriate control of the CD-

DEG’s voltage [6].

In order to realistically simulate the operation of an

OWC/DEG in a laboratory environment, we hereby

present a HIL system that combines: a hardware scaled

implementation of the OWC air chamber and the DEG

PTO, a mechanical hardware which emulates the

action of the water column on the chamber, and a

software environment which simulates the OWC

hydrodynamic behaviour and executes the DEG’s

electrical control logics.

A block-diagram showing the elements and the

variables flow in HIL simulations is shown in Fig. 2a.

The main components of the HIL simulator are: (1) a

fully-functional CD-DEG PTO that includes the

elastomeric unit, the driving electronics and the

sensing system; (2) a mechanical driving system

Fig. 1 a Schematic representation of an OWC (with U-shaped

collector) holding a set of CD-DEGs as the PTO system.

b Representation of a CD-DEG in the unstretched configuration

(top), flat pre-stretch configuration (middle), and inflated

configuration (bottom)
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composed by a scaled hardware model of an OWC air

chamber and position-controlled piston-cylinder set,

which emulates the effect of the water column oscil-

lations on the air chamber; (3) a software environment

that solves in real-time the equations of motion for a

reference OWC based on a hydrodynamic model and

on the instantaneous readings of sensors, and controls

the CD-DEG power electronics.

The hydrodynamic model receives the wave

parameters as the simulation input, computes the

wave loads, and solves the OWC equation of motion in

real-time. The simulated displacement of the water

column inside the OWC chamber is used to command

the motion of the hardware piston. The relative air

pressure measured in the cylinder is, in turn, fed back

into the model and its contribution is accounted for in

the equation of motion. The voltage applied on the

DEG through the power electronics is controlled as a

function of the measured control variables (here, the

pressure on the CD-DEG). A coupling block is

responsible for introducing corrections on the mea-

sured pressure signals and commanded piston dis-

placements needed to guarantee a consistent coupled

dynamic behaviour of the hardware and the simulated

environment. Thus, the proposed HIL architecture

potentially allows for the simulation of different

scenarios with different OWC geometries and CD-

DEG with dimensional features which differ from

those of the physical prototype.

In the following subsections, the main components

of the HIL simulator are briefly described.

2.1 Hydrodynamic model

A nonlinear lumped-parameter hydrodynamic model

is used for describing the OWC oscillations in the time

domain. This modelling approach is widely used in

WEC modelling, as suggested, for instance, in [18]

and [19]. The model describes the water column

oscillations via the unsteady Bernoulli equation. This

approach is applied under the assumptions that the

OWC collector is fixed and the water column width

and breadth are small compared to the wavelength, so

that the water column displacement is approximated

by the oscillation of a rigid vertical piston. We further

assume that the total head at the OWC inlet is given by

the wave pressure head, thus neglecting other contri-

butions. The wave field in front of the structure is

described by the potential flow theory. Specifically,

the calculation of the wave pressure head is accom-

plished in the framework of the linear potential wave

theory [20]. The inlet wave pressure at the OWC

collector aperture is calculated via the so-called

Cummins equation [21], which accounts for the effects

of the hydrodynamic memory and the hydrodynamic

added mass. The equation governing the water column

dynamics [19] is:

Fig. 2 a Block-diagram of HIL simulations combining a software hydrodynamic model of an OWC and a physical model of the air

chamber-DEG assembly. b Schematic drawing and picture of the experimental setup for HIL testing
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M zSð Þ þ A 1ð Þ½ �€zS þ C zSð ; _zSÞ _zS

þ 1

g

Zt

�1

K sð Þ _zS t � sð Þdsþ zS þ
1

qg
pS

¼ 1

qg
Dp Dð Þ ð1Þ

where pS is the relative pressure in the air chamber;

A 1ð Þ is the infinite-frequency added mass; K tð Þ is

called the retardation function; M zSð Þ is the time-

varying inertia of the water column within the

collector, which includes the effect of mass transfer

between the water column and the wave field: it

depends on the instantaneous water column level zS
(i.e. the upward elevation with respect to the mean

water level) and the OWC collector geometry; finally,

C zS; _zSð Þ is a damping coefficient associated with the

kinetic head of the water column, which depends on

the water column position and velocity and on the

system geometry [19]. Commonly, the calculation of

the hydrodynamic parameters (A 1ð Þ, K tð Þ) and the

excitation is pursued via boundary-element codes

[22], although analytical solutions are available for

some specific geometrical configurations [19].

The system excitation is rendered by the wave

pressure Dp Dð Þ calculated at the OWC inlet under the

assumption of a diffracted wave field. The wave

pressure Dp Dð Þ is calculated as a function of the input

wave parameters: a sinusoidal wave pressure is used in

the case of regular waves, whereas for irregular waves

Dp Dð Þ is expressed as a finite sum of harmonic

components whose amplitudes follow a prescribed

spectral distribution [23].

2.2 Coupling block

A general case is studied in which the HIL setup is

used to simulate OWC WECs that hold DEG PTOs

which are similar to the physical prototype but present

differences in several dimensional and layout features.

Specifically, although the prototype system’s general

architecture is equivalent to the simulated system, i.e.

OWC combined with DEG-PTOs made with the same

materials as the hardware prototype, the following

differences can be introduced: (1) the simulated OWC

can feature multiple CD-DEGs connected to the same

air chamber (as opposed to a single physical CD-DEG

sample); (2) the simulated CD-DEGs can have larger

dimensions than those of the physical samples, which

are bounded by hardware constraints; (3) the simu-

lated CD-DEGs can feature a multi-layer architecture

with a different number of layers compared to the

hardware setup; (4) the simulated OWC can be larger

than the physical setup (e.g., it can have a larger cross

section).

A consistent dynamic equivalence between the

simulated and the hardware systems can be obtained

by introducing a coupling block (see Fig. 2a) in the

HIL scheme, which applies suitable corrections: 1) to

the measured air pressure fed into the software solver

and, 2) to the commanded piston position calculated

based on the hydrodynamic model solution. These

corrections are calculated through convenient func-

tions of the simulation variables that are presented in

this section. In particular, we propose a procedure

which guarantees that the physical CD-DEG sample is

subject to the same strain and electric field time history

as the DEGs in the simulated scenario, assuming same

time scale (e.g., operating frequencies) for the simu-

lation and the physical experiment. In order to

distinguish the variables of the simulated scenario

and of the hardware setup we hereby denote the first

with subscript S and the latter with subscript H.

Since the deformed CD-DEG behaves as a thin

elastomeric shell, the relative air pressure in the OWC

air chamber is proportional to the CD-DEG initial

thickness and the inverse of the base radius, with the

proportionality factor (depending on the strain and the

elastic properties) being the same in the scenario and the

experiment. The following relation between the sce-

nario and the measured air chamber pressure thus holds:

pS=pH ¼ t0SeH= t0HeSð Þ ð2Þ

where t0 and e (with the appropriate subscripts)

indicate the unstretched thickness and the CD-DEG’s

base radius (see Fig. 1b). The right hand side of

Eq. (2) provides a correction factor to be applied to the

measured pressure pH so as to obtain the pressure pS to

be fed in the software model (i.e., into Eq. (1)).

Since the CD-DEGs strain in the experiment and in

the scenario are the same, the axial displacement of the

CD-DEG centre in the experiment (hH) and in the

scenario (hS) simply relate as follows:

hS=hH ¼ eS=eH ð3Þ

A relationship between the water column displace-

ment in the scenario zS and the commanded piston

position zH is then identified, assuming that the air in
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the OWC chamber undergoes adiabatic transforma-

tions. Since the chamber volume variations are small

compared to the initial volume, the following lin-

earized models for the air chamber response are

assumed:

pS=patm ¼ c SSzS � NSXSð Þ=VS

pH=patm ¼ c SHzH � XHð Þ=VH

ð4Þ

where patm is the absolute atmospheric pressure; c is

the air’s adiabatic exponent; VS and VH are the initial

air chamber volumes; SS is the simulated water column

cross section, whereas SH is the hardware piston cross-

section; NS is the number of CD-DEGs coupled with

the air chamber that are devised for the simulated

scenario. XS and XH are the volumes subtended by a

CD-DEG in the scenario and in the experiment

(positive for outward expansions), and they depend

on the DEG strain and radius [6] as follows:

XS=XH ¼ e3
S=e

3
H : ð5Þ

Using Eqs. (2, 3, 4, 5) leads to the following

relationship for the commanded piston displacement:

zH ¼ 1

NS

SS
SH

e3
H

e3
S

zS þ
VH

cSH
� t0Se

4
H

t0He
4
S

VS

cNSSH

� �
pH
patm

ð6Þ

According to Eq. (6), the commanded displace-

ment zH is a sum of two terms: a kinematic term

proportional to the simulated water column displace-

ment zS, and a term which accounts for the finite air

chamber compressibility [24].

Since the power density (per unit dielectric material

volume) converted by a CD-DEG in a cycle depends

on the strain and the applied electric field [6], we

require that the DEGs in the setup and in the simulated

scenario are subject to the same electric field time-

history and, hence, they generate the same electrical

power density. In general, the CD-DEGs in the

scenario and in the setup can have a different number

of layers (nLS and nLH respectively), therefore, the

voltage VH used in the tests differs from that envisaged

in the scenario (VS) according to the following

relation, which guarantees that the electric field is an

invariant:

VS=VH ¼ nLH t0S= nLS t0Hð Þ ð7Þ

Equation (7) allows selecting a suitable number of

layers nLS for the scenario, so as to limit the output

voltage VS consistently with technical constraints.

The total power output PS in the simulation

scenario is obtained by multiplying the measured

power, PH , by the ratio of the total dielectric material

volumes in the scenario and in the physical prototype,

namely:

PS=PH ¼ NSe
2
St0S= e2

Ht0H
� �

ð8Þ

Equation (8) relies on the assumption that the CD-

DEG efficiency is the same in the physical prototype

and in the scenario, thus neglecting scale-dependent

effects. This is, in general, a conservative assumption.

It is indeed expected that CD-DEGs practically

applied in relevant scenarios are the result of opti-

mised manufacturing and assembly processes and

potentially feature better efficiency and time-

stable performance compared to the physical samples

used in HIL tests.

In principle, the proposed rules allow for the

simulation of DEG-based OWCs with arbitrary scale

and dimensions, including the case of full-scale

WECs. Compared to scaling rules for tank testing of

DEG-OWCs (based on Froude scaling) [10], the

proposed coupling block allows for the employment

of DEG prototypes in which diameter and thickness

scale factors (with respect to the scenario) are chosen

independently from each other, hence granting better

flexibility in terms of manufacturing. In fact, it is

expected that the HIL simulator’s prediction would be

more reliable when the dimensions of the tested DEG

prototypes are close to those in the considered

scenario. HIL simulations of large-scale systems with

small-scale DEGs would, in turn, suffer from errors

due to an imperfect rendering of scale-sensitive effects

(e.g., the DEG inertia, the electrodes resistance) which

are not accounted for by the coupling block.

2.3 Mechanical driver

The mechanical driving system is based on a vertically

mounted pneumatic cylinder that has been purposely

designed and built. The system, shown in Fig. 2b, is

made of a main driving cylinder-piston system with a

nominal diameter of 300 mm (that provides SH=707

cm2) and stroke of 500 mm. The linear motion of the

piston is driven by a ball-screw stage by Festo with

pitch of 20 mm and maximum force of 4500 N, that is

actuated by an AKM52L Kollmorgen brushless motor

that features rated continuous power of 2.4 kW,
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continuous torque (at stall) of 8.67 Nm, and maximum

speed of 4590 rpm. The pneumatic cylinder holds a

polycarbonate cylinder at its top, on which the CD-

DEG assembly can be secured through a set of flanges.

Based on the volume swept by the piston and the

maximum useful force (after friction losses in the

O-rings), the setup can hold CD-DEGs with diameter

of up to 500 mm and thickness of up to 0.2 mm after

pre-stretch (i.e., 40 cm3 of dielectric material vol-

ume). Assuming convertible energy densities of

0.1–0.2 J/cm3 per unit of dielectric material volume

[25], noticing that a CD-DEG performs two conver-

sion cycles during a full-oscillation of the piston (one

for upward and one for downward deformation), the

considered samples can produce power outputs on the

order of 100–101 W if the piston moves at a frequency

of 0.2–1 Hz. This frequency range is similar to that

adopted in wave tanks for the testing of WEC

prototypes at a scale between 1:30 and 1:10 (compared

to a hypothetical full-scale plant installed at sea) [26];

that is, the HIL setup can be used to simulate

prototypal devices over a wide dimensional range.

2.4 Power electronics and control logics

The control logics of DEG/OWCs is based on a

prediction-free strategy, which only relies on the

instantaneous measurement of the CD-DEG deforma-

tion. The control logics and power electronics used on

the HIL simulator are the same as those used in [10]. A

simple circuit (Fig. 3) is used, which relies on a HV

amplifier (10/10B-HS by TREK), the CD-DEG sam-

ple, three HV switches (HM12-1A69-150 by MEDER

Electronics), a constant capacitor Ca, and a draining

resistor R. The circuit allows for the implementation of

the following four-phase control cycle corresponding

to a full oscillation of the DEG between the flat and the

maximally expanded configuration:

(1) Expansion phase. During expansion (either

upward or downward), the CD-DEG is kept

electrically uncharged, while Ca is charged to a

fixed voltage V0 by the power supply. During

this phase, switch S1 is kept closed, while S2 and

S3 are open.

(2) Priming phase. When the DEG capacitance (and

deformation) reaches a maximum (Cmax), S1 is

opened, S2 is closed and the parallel of Ca and

the CD-DEG reaches the equilibrium voltage

V1.

(3) Generation phase. While the membrane defor-

mation decreases, pressure makes work against

the charges and mechanical energy is converted

into electrostatic energy. During this phase, S2 is

kept closed, and the total charge on the DEG and

Ca holds constant (apart from leaks in the DE

material).

(4) Discharging phase. Finally, when the CD-DEG

reaches the maximum voltage V2 and minimum

capacitance Cmin (i.e., in the flat position), S2 is

opened, S3 is closed and the CD-DEG is quickly

discharged through R.

A schematic representation of the control cycle in

terms of the CD-DEG’s electrical state variables

(charge–voltage) is provided in Fig. 3: during phases

(2) and (4) (quick charging/discharging transients) the

CD-DEG position (and, hence, capacitance) holds

approximately constant, whereas during phase (3) the

state variables follow a trajectory which depends on

the charge balance for the parallel of the CD-DEG and

Ca. In practice, the capacitance might be subject to

variations during phases (2) and (4), both because
Fig. 3 Driving circuit for the CD-DEG sample and represen-

tation of the control cycle on a charge–voltage diagram
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these phases are not instantaneous, and because the

large voltage variations associated to charging/dis-

charging might trigger DEG shape variations (in the

same fashion as in DE actuators [27]). These varia-

tions have been shown to be negligible at the scale of

the experimental CD-DEG prototypes that the HIL

setup can hold, but they might become significant in

case larger-scale systems are considered [10].

The use of in-parallel capacitance Ca, proposed in

[25], allows for an increase of the cyclic convertible

energy while limiting the voltage rise on the CD-DEG

during generation phase (3). Although the proposed

circuit does not enable energy storage, it makes it

possible to easily estimate the net electrical energy

generated in a cycle, which reads as follows:

E ¼ 1

2
CminV

2
2 �

1

2
CmaxV

2
1 þ

1

2
CaðV2

2 � V2
1Þ ð9Þ

The first term in Eq. (9) is the energy recovered

from the DEG during phase (4), the second term is the

energy spent to prime the DEG, while the third term is

the energy transferred to Ca during phase (3). The

maximum capacitance Cmax reached by the CD-DEG

in a cycle depends on the maximum deformation, and

it can be estimated from the voltage drop on Ca during

the priming phase, namely:

Cmax ¼ CaðV0=V1 � 1Þ ð10Þ

The minimum capacitance Cmin is, in contrast,

constant and it is measured in the flat CD-DEG

configuration. This led the voltage V2 to be also nearly

constant (apart from minor fluctuations due to the

effect of charge leaks) throughout the different cycles,

with a value that is always lower than the charging

voltage V0 (see Fig. 3).

Switching from a phase to another of the control

cycle is triggered based on air chamber pressure

measurements. Although alternative measured or

simulated state variables can be used to switch from

a phase to another, pressure is used here as it is roughly

proportional to DEG deformation and very easy to

acquire. In particular, switching from phase (1) to

phase (2) is performed based on the maxima/minima

of the pressure profile; switching from phase (3) to

phase (4) is triggered by the zero-crossings of the

pressure; the duration of priming and discharging

phases ((2), (4)) depends on characteristic charging/

discharging times set by the circuit electrical

dynamics.

The power electronics layout used here was

selected based on its simplicity and capability to

provide a straightforward estimate of the generated

electrical energy. In principle, however, this power

electronics can be replaced with other advanced

circuits capable, e.g., to store the generated energy

rather than draining it on a resistor.

2.5 Computation and sensing equipment

The software environment for data acquisition, driving

of the mechanical setup, and electrical control of the

CD-DEG is implemented via Matlab and Simulink

scripts, running the Simulink Real-Time software

environment on a real-time target machine by Speed-

goat at a sampling frequency of 1 kHz. Communica-

tion between the target control machine and the motor

driver is handled via the EtherCAT protocol.

The voltages across the CD-DEG and Ca are

measured with two high voltage (HV) probes. The

CD-DEG deformation is measured through the post-

processing of the acquired frames of a high-speed

camera (Point Grey GS3-U3-23S6M-C with lens

250F6C). Specifically, the time history of the axial

displacement of the central point of the membrane is

obtained by following the procedure described in [8].

The piston position is monitored through the motor’s

integrated encoder. A pressure sensor (MPX12 by

Freescale Semiconductor with custom conditioning

circuit) is used to measure the pressure in the

pneumatic chamber.

3 Case study: the U-OWC plant with CD-DEG

PTO

In order to demonstrate the potential of the proposed

system, we used the presented HIL framework and

setup to simulate a scenario in which the CD-DEG is

used as the PTO of a U-OWC WEC. The U-OWC is a

special type of OWC with a U-shaped collector,

provided with an inlet vertical duct, (as shown in

Fig. 1.a) designed to match the device natural fre-

quency with target wave frequencies [18].

We referred to a U-OWC pilot plant installed at

NOEL laboratory of the Mediterranea University of

Reggio Calabria in Italy. The reference U-OWC

collector has the following dimensions (as defined in
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Fig. 1a): b1 ¼ 0:5 m; b2 ¼ 1 m;ho ¼ 0:57 m; li ¼ 0:8

m; d ¼ 1.9 m; and a width of 1.27 m.

The plant holds three independent chambers and it

is a 1:8 scaled hardware model of a U-OWC device

meant for installation in the Mediterranean Sea. In this

case study we replicated a U-OWC/DEG implemen-

tation tested in the past at NOEL [11], in which one of

the chambers of the plant was equipped with NS ¼ 4

CD-DEGs made of acrylic elastomer VHB 4905 (see

Fig. 4). Those sea tests were aimed at studying only

the passive mechanical response of the U-OWC/DEG

system, therefore, no electrical activation was pro-

vided to the membranes. Here, in contrast, we

implemented an electrically functional CD-DEG pro-

totype and investigated the fully-coupled hydro-elec-

tro-viscoelastic response of the system in different sea

conditions. The considered PTO is made of dielectric

acrylic VHB 4905, which was chosen as the DE

material because of its ease of handling, pre-stretching

and stacking. We assumed that the physical CD-DEG

sample has the same base radius (eH ¼ eS ¼ 0:195 m)

and pre-stretch (kp ¼ 3:44) as the CD-DEGs in the

scenario. We further assumed that the CD-DEGs in the

scenario have an unstretched thickness t0S ¼ 5 mm

(0.42 mm after pre-stretch), whereas the physical

sample has unstretched thickness t0H ¼ 3 mm

(0.25 mm after pre-stretch). This choice allowed

using electric fields in the order of 101–102 kV/mm

(consistent with the breakdown limits of the reference

elastomer [25]) with a limited number of DE layers in

the stack and operating voltages below 10 kV.

Compared to the sea tests in [11], for the purpose of

the HIL test-bench demonstration, here we considered

a set of milder sea states. We focused on operating

conditions in which the OWC air chamber is held

closed (whereas in [11] a safety valve, held partly

open, was present, as shown in Fig. 4) and we

simulated its response in the presence of both regular

(sinusoidal) and irregular (stochastic) [23] wave

excitation, with wave heights of 5–15 cm and wave

periods up to 3.5 s. Although these sea states are rather

mild with respect to typical conditions at the NOEL

test site, they allow safe operation of the CD-DEGs,

thus representing reasonable realistic conditions for

the implementation of pilot sea tests with fully-

functional DEGs in the near future. To enable

operation in the presence of more energetic sea states,

the reference U-OWC should be equipped with CD-

DEGs featuring larger diameter and thickness, made

of more reliable materials (e.g., silicone dielectric with

carbon-loaded silicone electrodes [28]). This would

require further effort in terms of manufacturing and

power electronics implementation, and hence appears

an experimentally viable scenario only in a longer-

term perspective.

3.1 Hydrodynamic model and coupling

The U-OWC oscillation zS is governed by Eq. (1),

with the mass MðzÞ and the damping C z; _zð Þ terms

taking the following specific forms [19]:

M zSð Þ¼1þCin

g

b2

b1

liþ liþhþzS

� �
þ b2

gb1

A 1ð Þ

C zS; _zSð Þ¼ 1

2g
1þCdg

li
Rh1

b2

b1

� �2

þliþhþzS
Rh2

" #( )
_zj j

ð11Þ

Compared to the model in Sect. 2.1, additional

terms are here considered which account for hydraulic

head losses according to the so-called instantaneous

acceleration based model [29]. Cin ¼ 0:13 and Cdg ¼
0:71 in Eq. (11), are empirical coefficients [29]. Rh1

and Rh2 are called hydraulic radii of the vertical duct

and of the chamber respectively [29], and they are

defined as follows:

Rh1 ¼ b1b3

2 b1 þ b3ð Þ ;Rh2 ¼ b2b3

2 b2 þ b3ð Þ ð12Þ

The hydrodynamic parameters (A 1ð Þ, KðtÞ) and

the excitation pressure as a function of the wave

parameters are computed based on the analytical

model presented in [19].

Fig. 4 U-OWC plant with CD-DEGs, tested at the NOEL in

Reggio Calabria [11], the response of which is replicated

through the HIL tests described here
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As regards coupling of the simulation and the

physical variables, Eq. (6) requires the piston position

zH to be commanded as a function of the simulated

water column displacement zS and the measured

pressure, pH , which is naturally affected by noise.

The presence of a moderate noise on pH does not affect

the calculation of zS, since the solution of Eq. (1)

involves a double integration operation, which results

in a smooth profile for zS. In contrast to that, an

additional term proportional to pH in the expression of

zH (Eq. (6)) can lead to vibrations (which are

especially critical because of the friction between

piston and cylinder) or to close-loop instability in case

signal filtering is applied. To overcome this issue and

for the sake of simplicity, we chose to replace the

measured pressure in Eq. (6) with a static averaged

experimental trend of the air chamber pressure,

pH ¼ �
p H

ðzHÞ, hence expressing zH solely as a func-

tion of zS. This choice granted the achievement of a

smooth motion of the piston (regardless of pressure

signal filtering quality), while introducing a limited

error.

3.2 CD-DEG sample and power electronics

The CD-DEG has been built using the procedure

introduced in [10]. The sample enjoys a multi-layer

structure (see Fig. 1.b) with two in-parallel dielectric

layers separated by three carbon grease (MG-Chem-

icals 846) electrodes: two ground electrodes on the

outer faces of the stack, and a HV electrode in the

middle. Each dielectric layer (1.5 mm thick before

pre-stretch) has been obtained by bonding three VHB

4905 layers together.

The CD-DEG sample’s measured capacitance Cmin

in the flat equilibrium configuration was 76.5 nF. The

DEG was driven via the circuit and control logics

described in Sect. 2.4, using an in-parallel capacitance

Ca ¼ 300 nF, and draining resistance R ¼ 100 kX. A

voltage V0 ¼ 9 kV was used to prime Ca, leading to

maximum electric fields on the CD-DEG in the order

of 130 kV/mm, similar to [10].

3.3 HIL setup validation

We performed a set of tests to validate the HIL setup

and assess its robustness against possible latencies,

delays in the control loop, and simplifications due to

the coupling criteria presented in Sect. 2.2. Similarly

to [12], we assessed the ability of the HIL framework

and setup to reproduce the results of a reference hydro-

elastic model of the U-OWC and the DEG PTO. The

target model, presented and validated in [11] via sea

tests, relies on the same hydrodynamic model (vali-

dated, e.g., in [29]) used in the present HIL formula-

tion and on a numerical model of the CD-DEG.

Compared to [11], in the reference model we slightly

updated the CD-DEG elastic parameters in order to

better capture the pressure-deformation response of

the sample under investigation, so as to mitigate the

effect of the elastic parameters uncertainty. We

compared the oscillation amplitudes of some relevant

variables for the target model and the HIL setup in a

set of regular wave tests with periods between 1.5 s

and 3.5 s spaced apart by 0.5 s. Figure 5 compares the

oscillation amplitudes (HIL simulations vs. reference

model) of the water column displacement (Fig. 5a)

and the relative air pressure (Fig. 5b) for a wave height

of 50 mm. HIL data in the plots are projected to the

scenario scale using the rules defined in Sect. 2.2. The

plots show that the HIL framework faithfully repli-

cates the trend and the amplitudes of the model, hence

proving the robustness and stability of the closed-loop

coupling of the software model and the physical setup.

Mismatches between the model and the HIL data in

terms of the free surface elevation data are larger than

those in the air pressure data (e.g., at 0.5 Hz, the model

overestimates the free surface elevation, while

Fig. 5 Validation of the HIL setup against a reference U-OWC/

DEG model [11]. Comparison of oscillation amplitudes of a
water column oscillations, b air chamber pressure in a set of

monochromatic tests with height H ¼ 50 mm at different

frequencies
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reasonably capturing the pressure). This is ascribable

to inaccuracies in the CD-DEG model, which affects

the relationship between water surface and pressure. In

fact, the CD-DEG model relies on strong simplifica-

tions, and is thus prone to errors, which are not

presented in the HIL simulator, where the CD-DEG

model is replaced with a physical prototype [30].

Interestingly, the mismatch between the reference

model and the HIL results higher at wave frequencies

of 0.4–0.5 Hz, where the oscillation amplitudes are at

their maximum (i.e., the system operates at the

mechanical resonance). This is most probably due to

the CD-DEG viscous dissipations, which are not

accounted for in the target model and can influence the

system response in the presence of large water column

oscillations and velocities typical of the resonance

condition. This means that the accurate description of

the response of the system at resonance via a

mathematical model is rather difficult. At the same

time, the behaviour at resonance is of high interest,

since this is the condition at which the best power/ef-

ficiency performance is recorded. This, hence, offers a

strong motivation towards the employment of a HIL

approach as opposed to purely numerical models.

3.4 Results

The HIL setup and framework has been used to

characterise the response of the reference U-OWC/

DEG system in different wave conditions. Specifi-

cally, two datasets illustrating the functionality of the

HIL test-bench are shown in Fig. 6. The plots show

portions of time-series of the measured variables

(piston position zH , air chamber pressure pH , mem-

brane tip displacement hH , and voltage VH) in two

tests in which the simulated U-OWC was subject to

incident irregular waves compatible with a JONSWAP

frequency spectrum [23], similar to the actual sea

states experimentally observed at NOEL [31]. The plot

refers to a sea state with significant wave height HS ¼
0:15 m, peak period Tp ¼ 1:65 s and peak enhance-

ment factor of 3.3, which is representative of a mild

sea condition at NOEL. The figure compares the

results of two test runs: 1) a passive test with no

voltage applied on the DEG; and 2) a power generation

test, with electrically controlled DEG. The two

datasets present an initial overlap, as no voltage is

initially applied on the DEG in both tests. Following

that, the application of a voltage on the DEG visibly

affects the system dynamics, leading to a reduction in

the average amplitude of the oscillations, mainly due

to the CD-DEG PTO damping. As shown by the

voltage time-series, the voltage V1 reached by the CD-

DEG after priming changes at each cycle, owing to the

different deformation amplitudes reached, whereas the

maximum voltage V2 is approximately the same (i.e.,

around 7 kV) for the different cycles (excluding the

initial transient), as observed in Sect. 2.4. The con-

troller was programmed to prevent the activation of

the CD-DEG during certain cycles in which the

deformation was small (namely, the measured pres-

sure module is below 200 Pa), since in those situations

the electrical losses might exceed the generated

energy. In the power generation test, the average

generated power in this test was calculated as the sum

of the energies over the different cycles (Eq. (9))

Fig. 6 Time-series showing the HIL test-bench functionality.

The datasets refer to an irregular sea state with JONSWAP

spectral distribution, significant wave height Hs ¼ 150 mm,

peak period Tp ¼ 1:65 s. Dashed lines refer to a passive

mechanical test, whereas solid lines refer to a test with active

electrical control
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divided by the total duration of the test. The average

generated power (over a time window of 120 s) was

0.5 W, with peaks of up to 1.2 W (calculated from the

generated energy and the duration of the cycles with

maximum deformation). Based on Eq. (8), this ren-

ders a power of 3.2 W (with peaks of 7.7 W) in the

considered scenario, i.e. a significant fraction (over

15% in average) of the power available in the

considered mild sea state.

Following that, we performed a systematic study of

the coupled U-OWC/DEG dynamic response through

regular wave tests. These tests are an effective tool to

investigate the system frequency response [10], and

they provide useful information that would be

unavailable via sea tests with purely stochastic exci-

tation. Consistently with the hardware setup limita-

tions, we ran regular wave tests using a constant wave

height H ¼ 50 mm and wave periods within the

typical frequency range at NOEL. Each regular wave

test comprised a first phase in which the electrical

control was not active (namely, no voltage was present

on the CD-DEG sample), and a second phase in which

the DEG was actively controlled. This allowed for a

characterisation of the system steady-state mechanical

passive response and the electrically active response.

Some relevant experimental time-series relative to

two regular wave tests are shown in Fig. 7. In

particular, the dataset in Fig. 7.a refers to a wave

period T ¼ 2:5 s (frequency f ¼ 0:4 Hz), i.e., close to

the system natural frequency (as observed in

Sect. 3.3), whereas the dataset in Fig. 7.b refers to a

wave period T ¼ 3:5 s (frequency f ¼ 0:29 Hz), i.e.

below the system natural frequency. Applying elec-

trical activation on the U-OWC/DEG has the double

effect of causing a decrease in the CD-DEG stiffness

and damping the system oscillations. As a

consequence:

• The oscillation amplitudes of the water column,

pressure, membrane displacement increase upon

electrical activation when the wave frequency is

below the plant natural frequency (Fig. 7b). This is

due to the electrically-induced softening of the DE

layers, which causes the system natural frequency

to decrease, hence approaching the excitation

frequency.

• At an excitation frequency close to the natural

frequency (Fig. 7a), oscillation amplitudes

decrease because of the electrical activation, as

the result of a reduction in the system natural

frequency compared to the excitation frequency,

and of electrical damping.

The air chamber pressure time-series further show

visible drops in correspondence of the charging

transients, as a result of the CD-DEG stiffness

decrease due to electrical activation. The oscillatory

behavior of the pressure in correspondence of the zero

crossings is ascribable to a partial loss of tension in the

membrane, possibly due to viscoelasticity.

An overview of regular wave test results is

presented in Fig. 8, which shows the oscillation

amplitudes of water column position, air pressure,

and CD-DEG tip position (at the scale of the scenario)

for the passive mechanical case and the electrically

active case. The natural frequency in the presence of

electrical activation slightly decreases (although in

Fig. 8 the maxima stay at 0.4 Hz, because of the

coarse resolution of the chosen frequency grid) and the

Fig. 7 Experimental time-series of water column displacement,

air pressure, membrane centre displacement, and CD-DEG

voltage for two regular wave sea states: a H ¼ 50 mm, T ¼ 2:5

s, b H ¼ 50 mm, T ¼ 3:5 s. Coloured areas highlight the phases

during which electrical control is switched on
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oscillation amplitudes increase (decrease) at low

(high) frequencies upon control application, because

of electrically-induced variations in the system natu-

ral frequency. The peak values in the water column

motion are lower in the presence of electrical activa-

tion, as a result of the PTO damping.

The power PH generated by the CD-DEG sample

and the corresponding power output PS of the U-OWC

plant are shown in Fig. 9. The generated power PH is

estimated from the average energy generated during

the different cycles (Eq. (9)), whereas PS is calculated

using Eq. (8). The CD-DEG samples generated pow-

ers over 1 W, corresponding to a few Watts at the

scenario scale. This is a rather small power consider-

ing the dimensions of the plant, but it represents a

significant fraction of the input power of the mild

incident waves considered in these tests. The present

results hence confirm the effectiveness of the proposed

control strategy for the CD-DEG and effectiveness of

the DEG PTO in combination with a dynamical

system and broadband mechanical power sources.

Larger powers could be obtained (both in the scenario

and with the HIL test-bench) by selecting DEGs with a

larger thickness (subject to more energetic sea states),

at the expense of a greater experimental burden.

The present results are encouraging in view of

future sea tests implementing the scenario simulated in

this article. Such tests are indeed feasible with the

simplified manufacturing technology used here and in

previous works [10] and with simple laboratory-scale

electronics. These results suggest that, by selecting a

suitable window of mild sea conditions, it would be

possible to achieve power generation from the waves

up to nearly 10 W. Despite representing a modest

energy income in relation to the target U-OWC WEC,

this would represent the largest power generation test

ever realized with DEGs, and would pave the way to

further research on DEG PTOs scaling-up via

improved electronics, materials and manufacturing

strategies.

In addition to that, the HIL setup might be

employed in the simulation of larger scale systems,

e.g., the full-scale DEG-based U-OWC design envis-

aged in [11]. In principle, this full-scale WEC can be

simulated with the presented HIL setup, by simply

relying on the coupling laws discussed in Sect. 2.2. In

practice, this would require the use of a different DE

material compared to the leaky and unreliable acrylic

used in this study.

4 Conclusions

This paper presents a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL)

framework and setup to simulate sea wave energy

converters (WECs) equipped with dielectric elastomer

generator (DEG) power take-off (PTO) systems.

Attention is focused on a particular class of WECs,

namely, the oscillating water column (OWC). DEG-

based OWCs represent a promising upcoming class of

Fig. 8 Regular wave test results (wave height H ¼ 50 mm). a
Water column displacement, b air pressure, and c membrane

centre displacement oscillation amplitudes with and without

electrical activation. Different markers refer to different tests

with excitation period T between 1.5 s and 3.5 s (spaced apart

by 0.5 s). The DEG oscillation amplitudes at f ¼ 0.67 Hz

(T = 1.5 s) are not available: because of the small deformations,

the membrane was hidden by the support structure and could not

be detected through the camera frames

Fig. 9 Generated electrical power for simulated scenario (left

axis), and experimental (right axis) in regular wave tests with

wave height H ¼ 50 mm
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low-cost and efficient WECs, which have been

increasingly investigated in the recent past.

The proposed HIL framework relies on a software

model of OWCs’ hydrodynamics, coupled, in a

closed-loop fashion, with a physical prototype of a

pneumatically-driven circular diaphragm DEG (CD-

DEG), and its electro-mechanical driving interface.

The hydrodynamic model solves in real-time the

dynamic equation of motion for the OWC plant based

on simulated wave-induced loads. The solution is used

to pilot the mechanical hardware that drives the

deformation of the CD-DEG. The energy harvesting

cycle is implemented at hardware level, through a

purposely developed high voltage electronic driver

that implements simple control logics based on air

chamber pressure measurement. The actual pneumatic

load measured on the CD-DEG is in turn fed into the

software model and accounted for in the simulated

dynamics.

Compared to wave tank or sea tests, this HIL

framework allows operating in a controlled laboratory

environment, hence drastically reducing the experi-

mental burden and cost while ensuring an exact

rendering of the DEG PTO response and performance.

The framework thus provides a powerful tool to test

different CD-DEGs implementations and control

strategies subject to realistic operating conditions.

We applied the HIL setup to study the behaviour of

a particular OWC/DEG implementation, based on the

so-called U-OWC layout. Building upon previous sea

tests, we characterised the response of a small-scale

U-OWC plant equipped with a fully-functional CD-

DEG PTO, highlighting the features of the system

dynamical response. Besides demonstrating the effec-

tiveness of the proposed HIL framework, we obtained

results that provide relevant indications for future sea

tests and further upscaling of the DEG PTO technol-

ogy for wave energy conversion.
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